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COMMENTARY
Voters have say:
Keep the change
Presidential election affirms status quo

Steve Chapman
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New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie greets President Barack Obama upon the president’s arrival in Atlantic City
last week to visit areas of Christie’s state hit hard by superstorm Sandy.

Bipartisanship is
what’s needed now
A foe embrace or faux embrace, this is what hope looks like

Eric Zorn
The image that will stay with
me from the presidential campaign of 2012 is a snapshot showing such unusual civility and
good will it’s hard to believe it
wasn’t Photoshopped — a picture of President Barack Obama
shaking hands with New Jersey
Gov. Chris Christie, his left hand
on Christie’s shoulder.
The Democratic president
and the top Republican campaign surrogate were captured
by the cameras in this attitude of
gentlemanly affection and respect when they famously came
together after superstorm Sandy
walloped the East Coast the last
week of October.
One weekend before that, the
blunt, typically pugnacious
Christie, keynote speaker at the
Republican National Convention, had blasted Obama’s “arrogance” in a speech at a Virginia
rally on behalf of then-GOP
presidential nominee Mitt Romney and demanded, “What the
hell is he doing, asking for another four years?”
Obama “doesn’t know how to
lead,” he said. “He’s like a man
wandering around a dark room,
hands against the wall, clutching
for the light switch of leadership.
And he just can’t find it. … (He’s)
blindly walking around the

White House looking for a clue.”
Typical polarizing political
poison, in other words — the
kind of over-the-top attack used
by both parties that voters say
they deplore but actually respond to.
But then, in a crisis, the combatants found common cause,
set aside their differences and
worked together to solve urgent
problems. In doing so they acknowledged in word and gesture
an underlying regard for one
another.
Cynics observed that this
bipartisan display — or charade,
if that’s what it was — stood to
advantage both men. Christie is
facing re-election next year in a
traditionally Democratic state
and is rumored to have his eye
on a run for the White House in
2016. Obama was in a battle for
independent and moderate
voters, many of whom are suckers for the idea of reconciliation
and compromise.
Conservative pundits raged
that Christie was a traitor. Rush
Limbaugh implied on his syndicated radio program that Christie’s affection for Obama bordered on the sexual. And in the
wake of Romney’s defeat Tuesday, some in the GOP blamed the
combination of Christie and
Sandy for giving Obama a decisive opportunity to reset the
campaign narrative and show
himself as a uniter not a divider,
to borrow an expression.
I don’t know about that. Many
analysts say that polling and the
Democratic ground game were

favoring Obama even before
“Hurricane Bromance” hit the
Romney campaign.
But I do know that if Congress
is going to solve our most pressing problems, we need to see
more friendly hands on the
shoulder and fewer clenched
fists of rage.
Our leaders and lawmakers
need to recognize that the urgency of, say, the so-called fiscal
cliff at the end of the year is
similar to the urgency created by
a superstorm and just as potentially destructive.
They need to find common
purpose and put aside — not
abandon — their differences.
Yes, “compromise” is a dirty
word these days But in the absence of a popular mandate after
an election in which there were
no significant shifts in power, it’s
the best and maybe only option
they have in a nation that, lofty
rhetoric aside, remains a sharply
divided path work of red and
blue states.
Voters gave Obama and the
Republican House of Representatives a second chance, not a
thumbs-up.
Both must be humbler going
forward and more self-critical
looking back.
The image of Obama and
Christie locked together and the
grace in their words inspired us
then and should inspire them
now.
We can all do better.
Comment on this column at
chicagotribune.com/zorn.

Republicans are mystified that
in a nation they know as fundamentally conservative, a president they regard as deeply radical
has been re-elected. But Americans didn’t vote for Barack Obama because they are liberal. They
voted for him because they are
conservative.
Not conservative as defined by
modern Republicans but as defined by the dictionary: “disposed
to preserve existing conditions,
institutions, etc., or to restore
traditional ones, and to limit
change.”
This election changed as little
as possible. The presidency, the
House of Representatives and the
Senate stayed in the same hands
as before. Gridlock and stalemate
were given a new lease. Americans may claim to be
sick of the spectacle in
Washington, but they
signed up for another
four years of the same.
It’s not what you
would have expected
if you took the pronouncements of the
candidates at face
value. They were all
about ambitious
transformation.
“This is a big day
for big change,” said
Mitt Romney on
Election Day. It was
an echo of what Barack Obama said four years ago
and what the president said Monday night at a rally in Des Moines,
Iowa: “This is where our movement for change began.”
Has any candidate ever been
elected president promising to
block change? To keep things just
the way they are? To leave every
stone unturned? Not that I can
recall. It would be like a cereal
box with the message: Old and
unimproved.
Americans demand progress,
and they expect their leaders to
bring it about. As Ronald Reagan
knew, a candidate can never go
wrong quoting the revolutionary
pamphleteer Thomas Paine: “We
have it in our power to begin the
world over again.”
Romney’s defeat, however,
should confirm that this desire
for change is less than it’s cracked
up to be. Voters may say they
want forward-looking reforms,
but they consistently vote for
keeping the status quo or reverting to the past.
Since 1980, only one president
running for re-election has lost.
That was George H.W. Bush —
who went along with a major
change he had opposed in promising “no new taxes.” In every
other case, even in the middle of
the Iraq debacle, voters have

chosen the devil they know over
the devil they don’t.
They had the same basic preservationist impulse even in 2008,
when “change we can believe in”
was Obama’s mantra. His opponent, John McCain, offered himself as a daring maverick with no
tolerance for standing pat.
In fact, they were both selling
nostalgia. Obama recalled the
peace, prosperity and fiscal balance the nation enjoyed before
George W. Bush. McCain ceaselessly evoked the Reagan era.
Our aversion to doing anything
truly different is often a source of
trouble. We are attached to longestablished tax and spending
priorities that have created a huge
gap between income and outgo.
We preserve entitlements built on
the thinking of the 1930s and
1960s. We insist on keeping military commitments we made half
a century ago, oblivious to new
circumstances.
Obama deferred to our conservative inclination when he rolled
out the best advocate for his retention: Bill Clinton. The implicit
message was that
Obama could restore
the Eden we inhabited
in the 1990s. Clinton,
of course, was ferociously controversial
in office, but his approval rating is now 69
percent, higher than it
ever was during his
presidency.
Romney spent the
latter part of the race
minimizing his differences with Obama. He
said he would repeal
Obamacare — except,
you know, all the appealing parts. He faulted the
president’s Iran policy but
couldn’t really explain how his
would be different. He was moderate with an M, as in mushy.
He did pick a running mate
who seemed willing to shake
things up. Paul Ryan has a budget
plan that would downsize the
federal government and overhaul
Medicare. But Ryan was not allowed to barnstorm the country
on behalf of that plan. He spent
his time talking about the need to
restore the economy to the way it
used to be.
Even the tea party hero was
keen on reassuring those worried
that he would turn things upside
down.
When it came to seniors who
cherish Medicare as it is, Ryan
always stressed, “What we’re
saying is no changes for anybody
55 and above.”
Most Americans didn’t vote for
Ryan. They did, however, vote in
favor of no changes for anyone 55
and above — or anyone under.

Our
aversion to
doing anything truly
different is
often a
source of
trouble.
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A win for
moderates
President Barack Obama has
been re-elected, and my optimism
is soaring! After four years of
obstructionism, veiled racism and
a determined effort to make Obama a one-term president, the
Republicans have lost their bid to
sell out our country to right-wing
and tea-party extremists.
The quest for equal rights, the
guarantee of religious freedom,
the reform of our health care
system and the economic recovery of America will continue.
Local winners have raised my
hopes that moderate and reasonable legislators will work together
to create equal opportunities for
all Americans. Despite heated
debate, class and gender warfare,
and corporate cash infusions,
moderate, middle Americans
have won the day.
— Penelope Arnold, Lombard

Corrected steering

I just took the “Americar” out
for a spin and, while more ad-

Dirty fight

Seriously! Harvard University
law professor Noah Feldman
writes in your Wednesday Perspective section with the headline
“Obama and Romney fought
cleanest fight ever.” And you folks
printed it!
I have only one question: What
color is the sky in Feldman’s, and
your, world?
If this wasn’t the dirtiest campaign ever, then I don’t know
what it was. The examples could
fill a book.
— Jim Ihlenfeld, Aurora
JENNIFER M. KOHNKE

justments may be needed, it looks
like Tuesday’s alignment helped a
great deal.
With it continually veering to
the right, it was impossible to
even stay on the road, let alone get
to our destination.
Now, if enough of us will just
remember where we were going
before we ran off the road, we
cannot only reach our destination
but also our destiny.
— Rick Singer, Skokie
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Voter’s concern

The Tribune’s John Kass’ column in Wednesday’s Tribune
about “dishing out ‘revenge’” was
just plain silly. According to Kass,
Obama ran such a negative campaign that it will be impossible for
him to govern during the next
four years.
On what basis does he make
this claim?
On the other hand, the Perspective piece (“Obama and Romney fought cleanest fight ever”)
states that this presidential race
was just that, the cleanest in recent years. If Barack Obama had
played by Kassian rules, as the
Perspective piece’s author, Noah
Feldman, points out, he would

never have won re-election. Arguing who distorted the other’s
record more is fine; but painting
one-half the picture and just
focusing on Obama’s campaign is
more than unfair.
Also, I completely disagree that
Obama is going to have more of a
problem governing than he did
four years ago as a result of his
so-called “negative” campaign.
The Republican wing nuts who
have a stranglehold on conservative politics are of far greater
concern to me than Obama’s
ability or willingness to reach
across the aisle. The notion that
Obama is the most leftist president in modern times is beyond
ridiculous and not supported by
facts.
— Nick Sloane, Glendale Heights

Rewarding
incompetence

Never underestimate the stupidity of the American people!
After four years of failure, they
reward Barack Obama with another four-year term. See how
long a company can stay in business by rewarding incompetent
executives. Now we can all watch
as Obama leads this country to
bankruptcy and destruction.
— Tony Novak, Arlington
Heights

Leftist Obama

You endorsed Barack Obama;
now you advise him to move to
the center. That must be hope
against hope. Everything knowable about Obama suggests that
he is a unchangeable leftist who
wants a Western European-style
society here. That is not going to
change given that he is propped
up by left-wing rich guys like
George Soros. His ascendancy is
reflective of the people who elected him.
— James F. Chambliss, Evanston

Calling for change

It is idiotic to endorse President Barack Obama and then
after his victory have your first
editorial be “Now change, Mr.
President.” In anyone’s world, if
you are re-elected, you would
think you don’t need to change
anything.
— Joseph O’Donnell, Oak forest

Thankful voter

Nothing is better than a
Thanksgiving with something to
be thankful for. This year it’s the
re-election of the president.
America is not for sale.
— William A. Murphy, Winnetka

